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The 39th Rijeka Carnival and the reign of masquerades officially began with the Handover of 

the City Key ceremony on January 17. There was also the raising of Pust - the doll that is to 

blame for all the misfortunes that befell us. A cycle of 3 attractive theater comedies was held 

as part of the already traditional program "Days of Laughter in the Carnival". The new Rijeka 

Carnival Master Sandi Pribanić was also introduced. An attractive carnival exhibition was set 

up in the city's shop windows. The rest of the programs were either canceled or postponed. 

In February, on the day when the International Carnival Parade was supposed to be held, the 

main actors of the Rijeka Carnival gathered at the Karolina Rijeka Pier and attended the 

traditional lighting of the Pust by the POM-F-RI carnival group in the waters of the Rijeka 

port.  The leaders of the city, Rijeka tourism and well-known faces of the Rijeka Carnival then 

took the stage, accompanied by Morčić, the symbol of the Rijeka Carnival. The key of the 

City has been returned. Unfortunately, due to the uncertain situation during January and 

February caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, the Rijeka Carnival was forced to adapt to the 

situation, so this year the Children's Carnival Parade took place on June 4th, and the Big 

International Carnival Parade took place in the extraordinary summer edition on June 18th. 

  

   

17.6.2022 - Humanitarian CARNIVAL GALA PARTY in the park of the Maritime Museum 

THE GOVERNOR'S PALACE in Rijeka was illuminated by the warm colors of summer. This 

year, for the sake of corona, a sumptuous carnival evening attended by numerous 

ambassadors and other members of the diplomatic and consular corps in the Republic of 

Croatia, as well as politicians, businessmen, athletes, cultural figures, carnivalists and 

members of the Federation of European Carnival Cities was held in an extraordinary June 

term in the garden of the Governor's Palac. Traditionally, this Gala party also had its 

humanitarian purpose. The collected funds are directed to the Croatian Red Cross to help 

refugees from Ukraine. Sumptuous masks, creative costumes, crinolines and elegant 



dresses brought true glamor to the star-lit and flower-decorated lawn and thus evoked the 

spirit of former masked parties. The guests danced to the beats of evergreens and enjoyed 

excellent canapés and drinks. The good mood and positive energy lasted long into the night. 

  

   

17.06.2022 - Pajama party in Iskra in Rijeka 

In Rijeka that night, on the Karolina Rijeka Quay, an entertainment program was held with 

Šajeta and Gazde, but we still decided to have fun with the carnivalists in the Iskra tavern. 

The pajama party is a traditional party organized by the Čiketi carnival group and is never 

missed... 

 

 



18.06.2022 - Sightseeing of the Sugar Refinery Palace 

On Saturday morning, we toured the restored Sugar Refinery Palace, which is now the seat 

of the Rijeka City Museum. It was built in the middle of the 18th century. It is the largest 

baroque business palace in the Habsburg Empire. The plant was started by the Rijeka Trade 

Company, managed by merchants from Antwerp, and supervised by the Palace Chamber 

from Vienna. In 1851, the palace became the headquarters of the Tobacco Factory, and in 

1945, the headquarters of the Rikard Benčić Motor Factory. Museum director Ervin Dubrović 

took us through the Sugar Refinery Palace and all the exhibited artifacts as well as 

interesting interactive exhibits. 

   

   

18.06.2022 - Reception in the salon of the City of Rijeka 

In the salon of the City of Rijeka, Mayor Marko Filipović and his deputies Sandra Krpan and 

Goran Palčevski¸ as well as the Director of the Tourist Board Petar Škarpa, Rijeka Carnival 

Master Sandi Pribanić and Queen Dora Pilepić received the members of the Federation of 

European Carnival Cities led by us three members of the International Board Aleksandar 

Cicimov, the general treasurer, Branko Brumen, the general secretary and me, as the 

international vice-president of the FECC. We thanked the hosts for their hospitality and 

presented them with the FECC plaque "Memoriam vivat", large FECC medals and the book 

about our founder and long-time president Henry van der Kroon "Carnival Pope".  



   

  

18.6.2022 - 39th Extraordinary Summer International Rijeka Carnival Parade 

In the centuries-old history of the Rijeka Carnival, this year's parade will be recorded as the 

first summer edition. Throughout history, many have tried to stop masquerade. This year, a 

virus tried to do it, but it failed, just like all of them failed in the past...  

On Saturday 18.06. Rijeka's Riva became colorful with original creative masks and inevitable 

allegorical cars. There were also carnival groups that showed up in the retrospective edition. 

Everything was bursting with cheerful carnival participants eager for good fun, song and 

dance. After the two-year corona break, 57 groups with more than 4,500 carnival participants 

performed. The Rijeka masquerade was led by Master Sandi, Queen Dora, Mayor Marko, 

followed by the Rijeka Morčići, the First Rijeka Majorettes and the Town Brass Band Trsat. 

As tradition dictates, the Rijeka Carnival was closed by numerous Halubaj bell ringers. The 

entertainment for all the carnival participants and more than 100 thousand citizens and 

guests lasted until the early hours of the morning in several squares of the city. 



 

 

    



 

19.06.2022 - A walk through old Rijeka and the new Hilton Hotel on Kostabela 

In the morning, under the expert guidance of manager Sandro Medan, we toured the newly 

built Hotel Hilton on Kostabela. Then we walked through the Old Town, the tunnels under the 

city, Dolac Street and Rijeka Riva. 

   

   

19.06.2022 - 10. NIGHT OF CRINOLINES ON THE MARINA BOTEL 

Carnival association Veseli Oldtimers on Sunday 19.06.2022. held the jubilee 10th NIGHT 

OF CRINOLINES ON THE MARINA BOTEL and celebrated the 20th anniversary of their 

work. This year, the co-organizers were Botel Marina - Jelena and Andrej Kušeta. As this 

NGO celebrated the 10th anniversary of its membership in the Federation of European 

Carnival Cities (FECC), we three members of the International Board were also guests: 

myself as international vice-president, Branko Brumen, general secretary and Aleksandar 

Cicimov, general treasurer. On the occasion of this jubilee, we awarded the president of the 

Veseli Oldtimers Đurđica Margetić, and the co-organizer, Jelena Kušeta with large FECC 

medals. The ball was opened by the new Master of the Rijeka Carnival Sandi Pribanić and 

Queen Dora Pilepić, Honorary Master Toni Škrobonja and his wife Liviana, Đurđica and Ivan 

Margetić and Jelena and Andrej Kušeta to the beats of the City of Rijeka's festive song 

"Najdraža Rijeko". This year, the Crinoline Ball also had a humanitarian note. Every HRK 

collected is donated to the Safe House, which is run by the UZOR - Family Protection 

Association. 



    

  

   

   

We would like to thank our hosts, the Tourist Association of the City of Rijeka, for their warm 

hospitality and congratulate them on the great professional organization of the 39th 

International RIJEKA CARNIVAL. 

 

                                                                                                           Josip Silov, 

                                                                                       International FECC Vice President 


